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A email comment on Future Policy to the CE Mr. CY Leung on January 16, 2015 

1) Definition of HK residencies for the purpose of voting, welfare entitlement as well as universal 

pensions.  The implications in each of these categories vary somewhat as a simple demonstration 

suffices - for the purpose of voting can a non-resident HK born living in Canada be eligible to 

vote?  What about a taxpaying expat who lives in HK and got his permanent residency and HKID card, 

but who holds a USA passport?  This is especially relevant to the 2017 Reform as I am sure you 

know.  Pension entitlement likewise will be rather complicated if a spouse of a HK resident who got 

his/her permit to HK but who may not have paid any tax in HK, will HK confer full pension 

entitlement?  All categories here will have ramification on demography and entitlement formulation. 

2) Regulation of the foreign companies operating in HK especially NGOs like those uncovered during 

the Occupy protests, your administration should check how for example the USA or the UK regulate 

what they deem as foreign companies/NGOs and emulate the reporting/monitoring of 

funds/fundings flows from these entities, to be adopted in HK on the foreign companies/NGOs. 

Naturally these must be done at a less sensitive time otherwise the pan-Democrats will politicize all 

moves to monitor their sponsors as silencing or limiting the freedoms they previously enjoy.  This in 

my humble opinion, is a not a freedom that should be allowed unchecked or un-monitored. 

3) The issues that came out in your policy speech about the HKU's "Undergrad" publication- I have 

no good solution to offer if the government cannot persuade or preview what they publish, it seems 

the viable option is to encourage alternative student-bodies sponsored by more China-centric 

entities with countervailing publications, but they must be centric to appeal to the students.  In 

addition I believe devolving the monitoring role of similar student body publications can be 

discussed with the vice chancellor of the universities. 

4) The likes of Apple Daily and Next Media, again I cannot offer any good opinion on this without 

appearing to advocate silencing their ultra-rightist publications, but deep down I am disgusted in the 

manner they have marginalized all Mainlanders and vice versa, brought out and continual fanning HK 

'exceptionalism' from China.  This is a longer term undertaking that requires alignment of HK with 

China, HK on its ethnic roots and Chinese-ness regardless of the chosen medium of teaching (say 

English) or religious affiliation of the schools, and somewhere along the line mandating compulsory 

curriculum in Chinese history for all HK schools appears to be the proper remedy.    Chinese history 

in the late 19~20th Century can be controversial and politically-charged but imparting a neutral 

version of factual narratives, will help our youths to form their own opinion on China and its plights. 

5) Given the unprecedented opposition you and the HKSAR will face in the next 2 years, and the 

many negative spins your opponents will make against you, your administration might consider 

tasking a PR team to promote and promulgate the good work you are trying to do, and to ask for the 

additional help of TVB and RTHK because despite your good intent/intention, your smallest critic can 

do a lot of damage with soundbyte and factoids even if they are untrue or downright wrong.  Having 

a positive PR campaign before your policy announcement/ implementation can smooth out the 

opposition/friction. 
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